GRAP H I C DE S I GN,
WE B DE S I GN
As a visual communication major, I often say that the most important thing
in any situation is how something looks. I have the privilege as a graphic
designer, web designer, and photographer of making sure things look the
way they’re supposed to. For this retro space version of Clue, I was tasked
with figuring out how to make the things I designed match the vintagefeeling style we were going for.
While I helped out in several aspects, my main responsibilities were the
boxes for the board games and the website.
◊

For this project, I created:

◊

One “base game” box design

◊

One “expansion game” box design

◊

One “base game” character bios insert

◊

One “expansion game” character bios insert

◊

A two-page website with an e-commerce store

RACHEL SEVY

PR E P WO R K

P R EP WORK

When we first decided to do Clue in space, we knew we had to solidify and use a
consistent style. As mentioned earlier in this case study, we decided to do a retrofuturistic theme. Along with other team members, I began to research the best
way to communicate that style. These are some of the vintage or retro
styles I found. I looked for what people in the mid-19th-century imagined
space to look like.

P R EP WORK
At the beginning, I was assigned
to create a lizard pilot, an Asian
woman astronaut, and a multitool for
a weapon. Illustration has never been
my strong suit, so I started with a lot of
sketching before attempting anything
in Illustrator. My favorite sketches are
the lizard ones; I love lizards!

AST RONAUT
WOMA N
One of the characters I did was an Asian woman astronaut,
as shown above in the sketches. Throughout the sketching
process I tried to nail down what made a woman look Asian as
opposed to any other woman.
Here I have shown the final result of the astronaut. Although
this didn’t end up being used, and instead someone else took
over characters, I was pleased with the progress that I made in
learning how to create better illustrations on Illustrator. Here
are a few things that I did to execute this character:
◊ First of all, as shown on my sketches, I used a grid to nail
down details that I noticed in various reference images.
◊ I used the face shape and shadows to create a look of high
cheekbones and a more angular lower face shape .
◊ I used the line width tool in Illustrator to create almost an
eyeliner look around the eyes.
◊ I made the eyelashes with the pen tool, creating an overall
shape of eyelashes as opposed to trying to create each
individual eyelash.

LIZA RD -MAN
PILOT
This character, affectionately referred to as “lizard man”
throughout the process of creation, ended up being one of our
early examples of highlights and shadows.
I had learned the very basics of how to create highlight and
shadow effects using vector graphics, and I applied that
knowledge here. Before we solidified the style that we ended
up using for the characters, we used lizard man and a couple
other characters to establish rules for shading:
◊ Use a tri-shade style with one highlight color and one
shadow color that are lighter and darker versions of the
main color.
◊ Have light come from the left causing highlights on the left
and shadows on the right.
There is a lot of fault that I can see with this character, and I
think I could have improved it if my task had been to continue
working on characters. Regardless, learning more about how to
use Illustrator was an invaluable experience.

M U LTITOOL
WEAPON
I thought I learned highlights and shadows pretty well with my
character illustrations, but it turned out that trying to replicate
metal was a whole new style of higlights and shadows to learn.
I based this multitool on a couple versions of Swiss Army
knives, and while I got the shapes down fairly well I never did
quite grasp the highlights and shadows.
One thing that made this tricky was our limited color palette.
At the time, we didn’t have any good “metallic” colors besides
gold, which is what I used.
The part I am the most happy with in this illustration is the
corkscrew. I spent a couple of hours analyzing and trying to
replicate the unique turns and curves in the metal, and then
starting over. I used the pen tool to get the shapes exactly the
way I wanted them, and ultimately created the corkscrew you
can see here.
The hardest part of this was the scissors, which I didn’t finish
refining before passing my base design onto someone else for
refinement.

BA S E BOX DE S I G N

SHORT
SKETCHING
TITL E
My biggest project was creating
the boxes for the Clue game and
the expansion. My ideas began
with sketches based on real Clue
box designs, retro-futuristic space
concepts, my own ideas, and other
board game designs I’d seen,
including Secret Hitler.

E ARLY BOX
DESIGNS
These are some of the early designs I made to show to the
team. I created the top idea trying to keep it vintage, and our
art director suggested that I make one that looked like the
moon, so I did an execution of that idea as well.
In all of my designs I worked to keep the style consistent with
things that we had decided. I kept it flat and used colors that
gave it a vintage feel and look.
I created some assets for these early box designs that ended
up being used for several aspects of the game, including later
box designs.
The stars were used throughout the game
The moon, yellow planet, and craters on the bigger moon were
repurposed for the base game box
The pink squiggly planet was repurposed for the expansion
game box.
It is cool to see that although these designs were never used
again, myself and others were able to use aspects of them later

N E W ID EA
After these initial designs, I tried a couple more things.
One of our mentors suggested that we use the characters
on the box to make the style match more. I went back to
my sketches and pulled out some more ideas to try that
included the characters on the box.
The first was based on the shape of the windows of a
spacecraft.
I turned the characters the others had made and turned
them into silhouettes on Illustrator, and then put them in
the windows. The main problem I ran into with this was
that it either looked like the characters were floating in
space, or I’d lose the space aspect if they had an inside
background to the windows.
Shown are several versions of this concept. The colors and
composition looked decent, it just wasn’t making sense.
I went back to one of my sketches that was based on the
Secret Hitler game. I began working with that idea, and it
proved to be a winner. I’ll show you that next!

TH E ICON BOX:
FI R ST TRIES
After the initial couple of designs, I also brought up the
Secret Hitler style box that I had sketched. The game
Secret Hitler is designed to look like it comes from the
same time period as our game, the mid 1900s, so we
decided it was worth a try.
Initially I included the characters in this concept as well,
and to get an idea of how it might look I just used random
assets I had already made. I used this to make a basic
layout to see if the idea would work.
Here are a few early versions of this concept. I tried to
make the box less busy by changing all the assets to a
brown color.
I concluded, along with those who were helping me, that
having the characters with all their details made it too
busy, and that if I were to go with this idea I would need
to create entirely new icons just for the box. I set to work
creating those.
Ultimately, this became the idea I stuck with, and I created
almost 30 new icons for this box alone.

I CON D ESIGN
I began the daunting task of
creating an entirely new set of assets
specifically for the box. One tip
one of my mentors gave me was to
imagine what would be in each room
of the space station, or what the
characters might use. I wrote down a
list of the rooms and thought of things
that might be in them.
There were two main concepts that I
tried to apply to each idea. Our game
was based on the retrofuturistic idea
that one day people would just travel
to space and vacation there, so I
ultimately tried to make each icon fit
one of two molds:
◊ Making space things normal
◊ Making normal things space-like
Some examples include a formal
dress with a helmet, a plant with eyes,
and a champagne glass with a lid.

The First Set of Icons

I CO N BOX: PROCE S S
These are my first drafts of what ended up becoming
the final icon box. I changed colors, refined styles, and
changed the layout of the icons on the box a million times.
Here is a little bit of what the process looked like.
These box variations show an experimentation with color.
As I’ve talked about, my goal was to keep the design flat
and have it fit with the retro style of the game. Of course,
it differs in style from other aspects of the game, but it still
needed to fit in.
Discussing with my project manager and other mentors, I
changed various aspects about the color rules. I tried tan
highlights and brown shadows on blue; light highlights and
dark shadows on blue and tan; colored icons; and finally I
tried a monochromatic box design.
The next slide will show the first version of the
monochromatic icon box as well as the final version.

I CON UP DATE S
After my initial set of icons, several
needed refining once I figured
out a style. Some things, like the
champagne glass and alien, needed
more clarity to be identifiable. Some
just needed more detail or color
adjustment. Here are a few I refined,
as well as the set of 28 final icons.

On the left is the first version of the monochromatic icon box. On the right is the
final version. By the time I finished the final version I had created 28 new icons for
use on the box. I arranged the icons to fit together in the most conducive way to
their shape, and I even created some icons to specifically fill a certain shape of
hole. I rearranged the icons more times than I can count, as you can see here.

Core changes I made:
I made the background shade of blue slightly darker than my previous darker
shade so that things didn’t blend into the background.
I refined the style of the icons to be consistent by having rules for highlights,
shadows, level of detail, and having planet-like rings around things.

BOX LAYOU T
Clear hierarchy with the
Clue logo and other icons.
Fitting icons in where their
shapes match up instead of
leaving uneven spaces.
Having the middle blue as
the base color and darker
and ligher blues for details
helps with hierarchy

Stars like these fill in gaps
throughout the layout of the
box design.

Other details: notice the
weapons from the game, the
fun hamburger and pizza,
and the alien’s boots!

a murder mystery game in space

T IT LE OF S ECT I O N

E ARLY BOX
DESIGNS
Along with the base game box, I also had the task of creating
the expansion game box. Here are a couple of the early
renditions of the expansion game box that I created around the
same time as the early base game box designs.
After these, however, I left the expansion box design until I
had a solidified base game box because I knew that I’d have to
match the style.
Once I finished the final icon box for the base game, I began
working on the icons for the second game.

ISHORT
CON D ESIGN
TITL E
Coming up with new ideas for new
icons was even harder this time
around, as I felt like I’d already
exhausted my list of ideas for the first
box. I started my ideation with the
things that were different about the
expansion box: characters and rooms.
The expansion game has a lab so I
added a syringe, a thermometer, and
a beaker. I added a lizard as a nod
to Commander Bo and a turtle for
Private Oscar.
I also thought of more alien-based
ideas including a suit of armor with
four arms and an alien with a 3-mouth
headset.
One favorite icon I’ll point out is the
tardigrade, one of the only living
things found to survive living in space.
With all the animals in the expansion
game, I thought it was a nice touch!

Expansion Box Icons

E XPAN SION BOX: PRO C E S S
Once I had the first few icons, the struggle of making them
all fit together in a cohesive box design again presented
itself. It started out as a mess, as you can see here on the
right, and I gradually found a way.
One problem I ran into with the expansion box is that after
I made my initial set of icons and put them on the box, it
was clear that it wouldn’t be enough. I had to continue
making more and more new icons until I finally had enough
to fill in all the little gaps.
Another thing that I had some struggles with was sizing. At
first I tried to make the long size of each icon the same to
keep it consistent, but I soon found that while they may be
mathematically the same, they were not visually the same.
Instead, I made sure they were visually consistent in size.

BOX LAYOU T
Clear hierarchy with the
Clue logo and other icons.
Fitting icons in where their
shapes match up instead of
leaving uneven spaces.
The base color is either the
lightest brown or middle
brown, with darker and
lighter browns for details.

Stars like these fill in gaps
throughout the layout of the
box design.

Other details: notice the
weapons from the game, the
tardigrade (water bear), and
the beetle!

CHARACT ER BIO S I N S E RT

EARLY
DESIGNS
Another task I had was to create inserts to go in the
boxes that have the characters’ backstories on them.
This task included not only designing the insert, but
also coming up with backstories and ways to make the
characters more interesting.
These are a couple early versions of the character
backstories insert. I thought the top one looked pretty
good, and it felt retro, but my mentor gave me some
helpful critique. He said that the rounded corners
didn’t match anything else in the game, and he didn’t
like the drop-shadow-style boxes.
The bottom one here is an attempt to stick with my
overall layout, but I soon realized I needed a whole
new approach. I began looking for inspiration.

M O O DBOARD
As I looked at other versions of the
Clue character descriptions, I looked
for things I could apply to the one
I was making. One thing I noticed
across each of these examples was
that the images shown here were
almost mugshot style, showing only
the face and sometimes the shoulders.
I had been trying to include the whole
torso of the characters, but I decided
to take this idea.
I liked the style of the one shown large
here, with the Polaroid-style photos
being paperclipped or taped in. I
decided to take the idea of photos
being taped onto paper and apply
it to my insert, because it felt like
it matched the retro style we were
going for in our game.

LAYOUT

I made a piece of tape on Illustrator to use for “taping” the pictures
onto the “paper” and I made a paper texture on Illustrator to use on
the background.
I tried a vertical layout at first, but as you can see here below, the
spacing was really tricky trying to fit 6 different bios down a page
like that.
I switched to a horizontal layout and it worked much better. I added
the star that is repeated throughout the game behind each bio, with
lowered opacity, to make it fit the style even more.

Meet the Suspects
Captain Oculus

Empress Galactic

Traveling from the far aquatic planet of
Quisterlene, this spaceship captain has
become a part of the crew. He’s always
well-armed and ready to go.

She conquered her enemies and now
rules over this extraterrestrial empire.
Firm, kind, but always a little bit
mysterious, who knows what to expect?

Professor Planta

Dr. Freshwater

He started out as an astronaut
fascinated with space. Now on the
space station, he’s become convinced
that aliens are something he can create.

A fish with an education, with the help
of Prof. Planta, got an astronaut body
he could telepathically control to do
procedures. But he still can’t talk...

M.a.I.D. Ta.MM.y

Chef Pronto

The quiet robot who cleans the station
wouldn’t hurt a fly...or would she? With
access to every room and universal
trust, she could get away with anything!

Nobody dares ask how he lost his eyes
and his arm. Nobody questions how he
makes his food so good, either. Some
things are best left to the imagination.

Meet the Suspects
Commander Bo

Mister Al

This lizard-human pilot takes great
pride in flying a state-of-the-art
spaceship. You never know where you’ll
end up, but that’s part of the mystery...

His four arms make him the perfect
bartender. He jumped at the chance to
leave his old job and come on board.
But nobody knows what his old job is...

Custodian Jub

Astrochimp Jim

The ship always stays clean thanks to
this blob alien. Garbage doesn’t stay
around for long, but neither do things
that it doesn’t seem to like...

An invaluable addition to the ship,
this chimp can do almost anything. He
has a strange obsession with weapons,
though, and nobody knows why...

Cadet Sparrow

Private Oscar

A human astronaut ended up stranded
on the planet Insula. When this ship
picked her up, she got to work. But she
evades all questions about herself...

His title reflects not only his office, but
how he lives his life. He knows how to
use any weapon, but nobody can get
him to say how he got his scar...

Meet the Suspects
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Empress Galactic

Traveling from the far aquatic planet of
Quisterlene, this spaceship captain has
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Firm, kind, but always a little bit
mysterious, who knows what to expect?

Professor Planta

Dr. Freshwater

He started out as an astronaut
fascinated with space. Now on the
space station, he’s become convinced
that aliens are something he can create.

A fish with an education, with the help
of Prof. Planta, got an astronaut body
he could telepathically control to do
procedures. But he still can’t talk...

M.a.I.D. Ta.MM.y

Chef Pronto

The quiet robot who cleans the station
wouldn’t hurt a fly...or would she? With
access to every room and universal
trust, she could get away with anything!

Nobody dares ask how he lost his eyes
and his arm. Nobody questions how he
makes his food so good, either. Some
things are best left to the imagination.

Meet the Suspects
Commander Bo

Mister Al

This lizard-human pilot takes great
pride in flying a state-of-the-art
spaceship. You never know where you’ll
end up, but that’s part of the mystery...

His four arms make him the perfect
bartender. He jumped at the chance to
leave his old job and come on board.
But nobody knows what his old job is...

Custodian Jub

Astrochimp Jim

The ship always stays clean thanks to
this blob alien. Garbage doesn’t stay
around for long, but neither do things
that it doesn’t seem to like...

An invaluable addition to the ship,
this chimp can do almost anything. He
has a strange obsession with weapons,
though, and nobody knows why...

Cadet Sparrow

Private Oscar

A human astronaut ended up stranded
on the planet Insula. When this ship
picked her up, she got to work. But she
evades all questions about herself...

His title reflects not only his office, but
how he lives his life. He knows how to
use any weapon, but nobody can get
him to say how he got his scar...

WEBS IT E DE S I G N

WEB
DES IGN

Web design is probably my favorite type of graphic
design, so when we decided to do a promotional
website I volunteered immediately.
I did all the layout design, and another person on our
team added animations. I had a mockup from another
person on our team that I used as a general guide,
and I adjusted as needed. I created a subdomain on
my personal domain, added Wordpress and Divi to it,
and got to work.
One thing I had fun with was using section dividers
in Divi. The mockup I was working with had curved
section dividing lines between each section, so I took
that idea and applied it to my layout design.
I tried to make the colors and fonts align with our
overall style, and I think it worked out well.
Website: ClueInSpace.PhotoDesignbyRachel.com

Customized header section
and menu

The one exception to my
curved section dividers was
this characters + bios part of
the page.

Section dividers are curved
to match the style of the
game. I made them the same
color as the next section.

Color scheme consistent
with the characters,
weapons, rooms, and other
aspects of the game.

GRAP H I C DE S I GN,
WE B DE S I GN
Throughout the process of working on this project I learned a lot. Here are a
few skills I feel I improved that I would have missed out on otherwise:
◊ Better illustrative skills on Adobe Illustrator
◊ Better understanding of iconography
◊ Increased creativity due to being pushed outside of my comfort zone
◊ Learning how to work with a team and work with everyone’s individual
strengths and weaknesses
◊ Increased understanding of layout design and other design principles
This project has helped me become a better designer. I was able to use
skills that I felt I was already good at - web design - as well as improve my
skills in things that were lacking - illustration.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rachel-nielson/
PhotoDesignbyRachel.com
Facebook.com/RachelSevyPhoto
Instagram.com/rachelsevyphoto
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